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Calling all Amateur Radio operators, this is [CALLSIGN] [CALLSIGN phonetically]

acting as netcontrol station for the North Hills Amateur radio club under 21 teen net held
sunday nights at 8:30 pm localtime on the 146.88 mhz repeater negative offset.

[unkey mike]
The purpose of this net is to encourage young amateur radio operators to enjoy the

hobby, to create a forum for young operators on the radio, and to exchange interesting
information among amateur operators. I will now stand by for any station with emergency
or priority traffic, emergency or priority traffic only please call [CALLSIGN]

[unkey mike]
Hearing none, I will now begin the net. The under 21 teen net is a gathering place for

young radio amateurs and is for everyone too. First I’ll take check-ins from those under 21
years of age. But, first anyone wishing to check-in, please give my call which is [CALLSIGN].
Release your key to make sure you’re not doubling with another operator. Then give your
call slowly and phonetically, your name, location and say if you have any comments. Stations
under 21 years of age and wishing to participate please call [CALLSIGN] now.

[unkey mike]
[listen for checkins]
Alright, I would like to acknowledge [read callsigns and names] thank you for checking

in. Now we will take checkins from any amateur station, so any amateur radio operator
wishing to check in to the teen net please call [CALLSIGN]

[unkey mike]
[listen for checkins]
Net standby. I would like to acknowledge [read callsign and names] thank you for

checking in.
[Go through list of check ins with comments]
Are there any more stations wanting to check in, please call [CALLSIGN] now.
[if there are more check ins repeat the above three steps]
Nothing heard. This net is closed at [give time] and this frequency is returned to general

amateur use.


